Abstract-The paper studies the wiretap erasure broadcast channel (BC) with an external eavesdropper when the legitimate receivers have cache memories. Various secure coding schemes are proposed for a scenario where Kw weak receivers have same erasure probabilities and Ks strong receivers have same erasure probabilities. The coding schemes achieve the cache-aided secrecy capacity when only weak receivers have cache memories and this cache memory is either small or large. They also allow to conclude the following: 1) Under a total cache budget it is often beneficial to assign the cache memories unequally between strong and weak receivers. 2.) Joint cache-channel coding is necessary to attain the optimal performance. 3.) The secrecy capacity can be positive even when the eavesdropper is stronger than the legitimate receivers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wiretap channel was introduced by Wyner in [1] , where he determined the secrecy capacity of channels with an eavesdropper that is degraded with respect to the legitimate receiver. The secrecy capacity was also established for more complicated channels [2] . Most relevant to this paper is the secrecy capacity of the degraded broadcast channel (BC) [12] . This paper studies wiretap erasure BCs with cache memories at the receivers. Cache memories close to end-users can be used to store fragments of popular contents or secret keys, with the goal to reduce and secure network traffic during peaktraffic periods. The main challenge of these systems is that the demands are unknown prior to the delivery and thus, in the placing phase, contents related to all possible demands have to be stored. A large body of works studied cache-aided systems with the purpose of decreasing network traffic during peak-traffic periods [5] - [9] . Cache-aided systems with secrecy constraints were studied in [10] , [11] . In both these works, all legitimate receivers have cache memories of equal size and delivery communication takes place over a common noise free bit-pipe to all the receivers. In [10] , this communication needs to be kept secret from an external eavesdropper that can access the common bit-pipe but not the cache memories. In [11] , each legitimate receiver acts as an eavesdropper: it is not allowed to learn anything about the messages demanded by the other receivers.
In our previous works [3] , [4] , we presented upper and lower bounds on the secrecy capacity of a cache-aided wiretap erasure BC. In [3] , the focus is on only two users and the external eavesdropper is not allowed to learn anything about each of the demanded messages individually. In contrast, in the more recent work [4] , the external eavesdropper is not allowed to learn anything about the library of all possibly demanded messages. In both these works, the eavesdropper is degraded with respect to the legitimate receivers.
Similarly to [4] , this paper imposes the stronger secrecy condition that the eavesdropper is not allowed to learn anything about the entire library of messages. However, here more general cache configurations are studied and the eavesdropper does not have to be degraded with respect to the legitimate receivers.
Specifically, this paper presents lower bounds on the secure capacity-memory tradeoff of the cache-aided wiretap BC with K w weak receivers that all have same erasure probability δ w and K s strong receivers that all have same erasure probability δ s ≤ δ w . The lower bounds are obtained by introducing secret keys and adapting generalized coded caching [5] , [9] and piggyback coding [7] to the BC wiretap channel.
The new lower bound matches the existing upper bound in [4] when only weak receivers have cache memories and this cache memory is either small or large. As our numerical example shows, for this asymmetric cache-memory configuration, the imposed secrecy constraint causes a significant loss in capacity-memory tradeoff. For more balanced configurations with cache-memories also at strong receivers, the loss in capacity-memory tradeoff seems to be smaller. In particular, in a scenario where one is allowed to optimize over the cache sizes subject to a given total cache budget, numerical examples show that the secure capacity-memory tradeoff is close to its non-secure counterpart. This numerical example also reveals that allocating equal cache sizes to all receivers performs poorly for all regimes of total cache budget, whereas allocating equal cache sizes to all weak receivers and no cache sizes to strong receivers performs well for small total cache budgets but not for moderate or large cache budgets.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider a wiretap erasure BC with a single transmitter, K receivers and one eavesdropper, as shown in Figure 1 . The input alphabet of the BC is X = {0, 1} and all receivers and the eavesdropper have the same output alphabet Z = Y = X ∪ Δ where Δ indicates the loss of a bit at the receiver.
The K receivers are partitioned into two sets. The first set K w := {1, . . . , K w } is formed by K w weak receivers with bad channel conditions. The second set K s := {K w +1, . . . , K} is formed by K s = K − K w strong receivers with good channel conditions. Let δ w , δ s , and δ z be the erasure probabilities at weak receivers, strong receivers and the eavesdropper, respectively, where we assume that
In a standard wiretap erasure BC, positive communication rates are achievable only if the eavesdropper has larger erasure probability than all legitimate receivers. This is not the case here, because receivers have access to individual cache memories. In fact, assume that each weak receiver has access to a local cache memory of size nM w bits and each strong receiver has access to a local cache memory of size nM s bits, where n is the blocklength of transmission.
The transmitter can access a library of
Every Receiver k ∈ K := {1, . . . , K} demands exactly one message W d k from the library. We denote the demand of Receiver k by d k ∈ D, and all receivers'demand vector by
Communication takes place in two phases: the placement phase where the transmitter sends caching information to be stored in the receivers' cache memories and the delivery phase where the demanded messages W d1 , . . . , W d K , are conveyed to the receivers. During the placement phase, the demand vector d is unknown to the transmitter and the receivers. Thus, the cache content V k of every Receiver k ∈ K depends only on the library and on the source of local randomness θ available at the transmitter:
for some placement function
. Since the placement phase occurs during periods of low-network congestion, each Receiver k ∈ K perfectly receives V k and stores it in its cache memory.
Prior to the delivery phase, the demand vector d is learned by all terminals. The transmitter can thus send
for some function
We consider the worst-case probability of error over all feasible demand vectors P Worst e := max
The communication is considered secure if the eavesdropper's channel outputs Z n during the delivery phase provide no information about the entire library: 
III. RESULTS: CACHES ONLY AT WEAK RECEIVERS
Consider the special case where only weak receivers have cache memories, i.e., M s = 0.
In this case, no positive rate is securely achievable unless
which is assumed in the following. A first main result of this paper is a lower bound on the secure capacity-memory tradeoff, which extends and improves pour previous lower bound [4] , which assumed that the eavesdropper is weaker than all receivers. Consider the following 5 rate-memory pairs as well as the rate-memory pairs
in (12f) and (12g):
Theorem 1. The secure capacity-memory tradeoff with cache memories only at weak receivers is lower bounded as:
Corollary 1. When the cache memory M w is small:
where R 0 is defined in (12a) and M 1 is defined in (12c).
Corollary 1 specializes to C sec (M w , M s = 0) = M w , for M w ≤ M 1 . So, with cache memories, it is possible to securely achieve positive rates even if some receivers are degraded with respect to the eavesdropper. For (14), the performance of Corollary 1 is achieved by XORing the weak receivers' messages with the secret keys stored in the caches.
Corollary 2. When the cache memory M w is large:
where M Kw+2 is defined in (12i).
Proof Outline for Theorem 1:
Rate-memory pair (R 0 , M 0 = 0) follows from [12] .
Rate-memory pairs (R 1 , M 1 ) and (R 2 , M 2 ) are both achieved by placing secret keys at the weak receivers' cache memories. For pair (R 1 , M 1 ), the delivery phase time-shares the communications to the weak and to the strong receivers, and it applies a wiretap BC code either with or without using the stored secret keys. For pair (R 2 , M 2 ), the delivery employs a superposition code that secures the cloud center with the stored secret keys. Securing the cloud center with a secret key, secures the communication to the weak receivers (whose messages are encoded in this cloud center) and jams the transmission to the strong receivers (whose messages are encoded in the satellites).
Rate-memory pairs (R 3 , M 3 ), . . . , (R Kw+1 , M Kw+1 ) are achieved by placing secret keys as well as uncoded contents as in [5] in the weak receivers' cache memories. Delivery applies joint cache-channel coding, where weak receivers' decoding operations simultaneously exploit their channel outputs, the channel statistics, and their cache contents. More specifically, the piggyback coding scheme of [7] is secured with the stored secret keys.
Rate-memory pair (R Kw+2 , M Kw+2 ) is again achieved by placing secret keys and uncoded contents in the cache memories and by applying a piggyback code that is secured with a secret key. For this rate-memory pair, the rate of the data to be conveyed to the weak receivers equals the wiretap-binning rate of the communication to the strong receivers, and does thus not degrade the strong receivers' performance.
Finally, rate-memory pair (R Kw+3 , M Kw+3 ) is achieved by placing the entire library in the cache memory of each weak receiver and communicating only to the strong receivers.
A. Numerical Comparison
At hand of a specific example, Figure 2 compares the new lower bound in Theorem 1 with the upper bound in [4] . To illustrate the benefit attained by joint cache-channel coding, the best known lower bound that uses a separation-based architecture is also shown. Finally, the figure also shows a lower bound on the capacity-memory tradeoff when no secrecy constraint is imposed [7] .
For small and large cache memories our lower and upper bounds are exact. This shows that in the regime of small cache memories it is optimal to place only secret keys in the weak receivers' cache memories. In this regime, the slope of C sec (M w , M s = 0) in M w is large (see also Corollary 1) because the secret keys stored in the cache memories are always helpful, irrespective of the specific demands d. In particular, the slope is not divided by the library size D as is the case in the traditional caching setup without secrecy.
In the regime of moderate or large cache memories, the proposed placement strategies also store information about the messages in the cache memories. In this regime the slope is approximately divided by D, because only a fraction of the cache content is effectively helpful for a specific demand d.
IV. RESULTS: CACHES AT ALL RECEIVERS
Let now all receivers have cache memories:
No constraint is imposed on δ z except that δ z ∈ [0, 1]. So the eavesdropper can be stronger or weaker than the legitimate receivers. The following lower bound on the secure capacitymemory tradeoff is the second main result of this paper.
Consider the following rate-memory triple as well as the 3K + K w K s − 2 rate-memory triples in (16d)-(16l): 
Theorem 2. When all receivers have cache memories:
Note on Proof of Theorem 2: The coding strategies used to achieve these rate-memory triples are similar to the strategies that achieve the lower bound in Theorem 1. The main difference is that now also the strong receivers can store secret keys and data. The latter makes in particular that the secure piggyback coding scheme used for Theorem 1, here should be replaced by a secure version of the generalized coded caching scheme in [9] .
. This rate is achieved by XORing all messages with stored secret keys.
V. SECURE GLOBAL CAPACITY-MEMORY TRADEOFF
In the preceding sections, we considered scenarios with unequal cache sizes at the receivers and showed that in these scenarios joint cache-channel coding schemes can significantly improve over the traditional separation-based schemes with their typical uniform cache assignment. In this section, we emphasize the importance of unequal cache sizes that depend on the receivers' channel conditions by focusing on the secure global capacity-memory tradeoff C sec,glob , which is the largest secure capacity-memory tradeoff that is possible given a total cache budget Using the achievability results in Theorems 1 and 2 combined with time-and memory-sharing arguments, yields a lower bound on C sec,opt (M tot ). This lower bound is plotted in Figure 3 for K w = 20, K s = 10, D = 50, δ w = 0.7 and δ s = 0.2, and δ z = 0.8. For comparison, the figure also shows the lower bounds obtained when the available cache memory is uniformly assigned over all weak receivers, M w = M tot /K w and M s = 0, and when it is uniformly assigned over all receivers, M w = M s = M tot /(K w + K s ). Finally, the fourth line depicts the lower bound on the global capacity-memory tradeoff without secrecy constraint obtained from [9] and [8] . The figure shows that under an optimized cache assignment, the secure capacity-memory tradeoff is close to its non-secure counterpart. Moreover, similarly to [9] , also for the secure capacity-memory tradeoff it is suboptimal to assign the cache memories uniformly across users; in particular, for low cache memories all of it should be assigned to the weakest receivers.
